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PPaarrtt  22  ––  SSttaattiioonnss  ((3300--3355  mmiinnuutteess))  
o Each team will rotate through the 7 stations, taking 4-5 minutes per station.  
o Station leaders will explain and lead the drills for their specific station. 
o Station leader will be responsible for completing the Station results chart. 

 

  
SSeett  UUpp  oovveerrvviieeww  

 
Set up the stations as laid out in the diagram to maximize the use of the entire ice surface. 

 
TIP 

We strongly recommend that you set up your equipment and brief all volunteers on their roles 
and responsibilities before your start your ABC Day.  
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SSttaattiioonn  AA  
These stations are completed simultaneously by all participants in the group.  

 

Drill - A1 

Participants line up on free play line, skate forward to the centre line and glide on 2 feet to the 
far blue line and stop using either a snow plow or T-stop.  

Drill - A2 

Participants should already be lined up on the far blue line as they have just completed A1. 
Participants are instructed to double scull from blue line to blue line.  

Drill - A3 

Participants line up on the free play line, skate backwards to the centre line and pivot to 
complete the drill skating forward to the far blue line.  

Station Evaluation Chart 

Yellow I can demonstrate the basics of a snow plow stop B1 

Yellow I can glide on two feet from the centre line to the blue  line. B1 

Yellow I can skate forward from the free play line to the centre line  B1 

Orange I can 'snow plow' stop B1 

Orange I can glide on two feet from the centre line to the blue line while touching my toes B1 

Blue I can T-stop B1 

Blue I can glide on one foot from the centre line to the blue line (both feet) B1 
Green I can demonstrate the basics of a parallel stop on both sides B1 
Orange I can double scull from blue line to blue line B2 
Green I can transition from forward to backward skating B3 
Blue I can skate backwards from the free play line to the centre line  B3 
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SSttaattiioonn  BB  
The group should be split for this drill, 2 athletes start at B1 and the others at B2. Groups then 
switch to complete the other drill.  

Drill - B1 

Participants (2 at one time) skate one 
full circle in one direction. They then 
stop and skate the circle in the other 
direction.  

Drill - B2 

Participants skate forward in a figure 
eight motion around the pylons. This 
should be done twice.  

Station Evaluation Chart 

Green I can skate 1 full circle in both directions B1 

Blue I can turn on one side B1 

Green I can turn on both sides B1 
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SSttaattiioonn  CC  

Drill - C1 

Participants line up and demonstrate the goalie stance while 
holding a goalie stick.  

Once completed participants fall to their knees and stand back up 
into the goalie stance.  

The coach will place a ring in front of each participant and have 
them pick it up with their hand – as a goalie would.  

*This drill can be skipped if all participants have accomplished these 
skills in previous ABC Day participation.  

Drill - C2 

Participants stand in the goalie crease and throw 6 rings each towards the target. Their score 
out of 6 is recorded. 

Station Evaluation Chart 

Yellow I can hold a goalie stick and demonstrate the basic stance C1 

Orange I can fall to my knees and stand back up and demonstrate the goalie basic stance C1 

Blue I can pick up the ring and throw it from the goal crease C2 
Green I can pick up the ring and throw it towards a target (4/6) C2 
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SSttaattiioonn  DD  

 

Drill - D1 

In a marked area participants skate around with the ring on their stick.  

*This drill can be skipped if all participants have accomplished these skills in previous ABC Day 
participation.  

Drill - D2 

Participants skate through the straight line of pylons while carrying the ring.  

*This drill can be skipped if all participants have accomplished these skills in previous ABC Day 
participation.  

Drill - D3 

Participants weave through the staggered lines of pylons while carrying the ring.  

Station Evaluation Chart 

Yellow I can carry the ring while moving D1 
Blue I can carry the ring while weaving through a line of pylons D2 
Green I can carry the ring while moving through pylons with tight turns D3 
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SSttaattiioonn  EE  

Drill - E1 

Participants line up facing a partner 
and complete 3 forehand and 3 
backhand passes. (Partners should be 
close) 

*This drill can be skipped if all 
participants have accomplished these 
skills in previous ABC Day participation.  

Drill - E2 

Participants line up on the outside of the free pass circle. The coach will stand in the centre of 
the circle and will pass the ring to a participant. The participant will receive the ring and pass it 
back to the coach using a forehand sweep pass. The coach will then pass the rig to the newt 
player, making his/her way around the circle. This pattern continues until each participant 
receives and passes the ring 6 times.  
A second coach will observe and record each participant’s passing and receiving score. 

Station Evaluation Chart 

Yellow I can use my "ringette voice" to communicate with a teammate E1&2 
Yellow I can complete 3 forehand passes E1a 

Yellow I can receive 3 passes E1a 

Orange I can use my ''ringette voice'' to call for pass E1&2 

Blue I can complete 3 backhand passes E1b 

Blue I can receive 3 passes on my backhand E1b 

Orange I can pass to a coach that is 15' away 5/6 times using a forehand sweep pass E2 

Orange I can receive 5/6 passes from a coach who is standing 15' away E2 
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SSttaattiioonn  FF  

 

Participants will line up with a partner at the free play line. Both participants will skate towards a 
pylon which will be placed at the far free play line and complete passes over each of the blue 
lines. Once they reach pylon both participants will make their way back towards the starting 
point – while passing at each blue line on the way back. To achieve the green level, this must be 
completed in one try and at a speed similar to one would find in a game of the participants’ 
level. 

Station Evaluation Chart 

Green 
I can communicate to a teammate to let them know I am passing to them and to let them 
know I am ready for a pass 

F 

Green 
While skating, I can complete 4/4 passes to a teammate over the blue line using both 
forehand and backhand passes 

F 

Green While skating, I can receive 4/4 passes over blue lines from a teammate F 
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SSttaattiioonn  GG  
Participants will be given 6 rings. Pylons are to be 
placed in the bottom corners of the net. Each 
participant will take turns standing at the top of the 
crease and shoot the ring into the net. As they 
progress through the stages the evaluation will go 
from propelling the ring into to the net up to hitting 
the targets in the bottom corners.  

Once a participant has hit the target 4/6 times, they 
can then be encouraged to lift the ring into the net.  

Station Evaluation Chart 

Yellow I can propel the ring into the net from the top of the crease G 
Orange I can propel the ring into the net using a forhand sweep shot 4/6 times from a distance of 10' G 

Blue 
I can hit a target in the bottom corner of the net 2/6 times using a forehand sweep shot from 
a distance of 10' G 

Green 
I can hit a target in the bottom corner of the net 4/6 times using a forehand sweep shot from 
a distance of 10' 

G 

Green I can lift the ring into the net G 
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PPaarrtt  33  ––  MMiinnii  GGaammeess  aanndd  GGeenneerraall  KKnnoowwlleeddggee  ((2200--2255  mmiinnuutteess))  
o Teams will rotate between mini games and general knowledge as per the diagram. 
o 6 of the 7 teams will play 2-3 minutes of 4 on 4. 

 No goalkeepers 
 Continuous play, no whistles. 
 Additional rings may be added to the play. 
 Coaches are to encourage passing and team play. 

o Each team will take part in the general knowledge activity once.  
 

 

 


